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ant
A small insect typically having a sting and living in a complex social colony
with one or more breeding queens. It is wingless except for fertile adults,
which form large mating swarms, and is proverbial for its industriousness.

arachnid Relating to or denoting arachnids.

bee
An insect of a large group to which the honeybee belongs including many
solitary as well as social kinds.
A sewing bee.

beleaguer Surround so as to force to give up.
He attempts to answer several questions that beleaguer the industry.

butterfly Having a two lobed shape resembling the spread wings of a butterfly.
A butterfly clip.

buzz Signal to someone with a buzzer.
Within an hour every department was buzzing with the news.

cockroach
A scavenging insect that resembles a beetle, having long antennae and legs
and typically a broad, flattened body. Several tropical kinds have become
established worldwide as household pests.

dragonfly Slender-bodied non-stinging insect having iridescent wings that are
outspread at rest; adults and nymphs feed on mosquitoes etc.

ectoparasite Any external parasitic organism (as fleas.

exterminator
A person whose job is to eradicate pests from a building or area; a pest
controller.
If your house has scorpions call a professional exterminator.

flea Any wingless bloodsucking parasitic insect noted for ability to leap.

grasshopper A cocktail made of creme de menthe and cream (sometimes with creme de
cacao.

hornet A large wasp that is typically red and yellow or red and black and usually
nests in hollow trees.
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housefly
A common small fly occurring worldwide in and around human habitation.
Its eggs are laid in decaying material, and the fly can be a health hazard
due to its contamination of food.

infest Occupy in large numbers or live on a host.
Shark infested waters.

insect
A small arthropod animal that has six legs and generally one or two pairs of
wings.
Insect pests.

insectivorous (of animals and plants) feeding on insects.

louse Any of several small insects especially aphids that feed by sucking the
juices from plants.

mite A slight but appreciable amount.

mosquito Two-winged insect whose female has a long proboscis to pierce the skin and
suck the blood of humans and animals.

moth A clothes moth.
I store my sweaters in plastic bags to protect them from moths.

nit
A luminance unit equal to 1 candle per square meter measured
perpendicular to the rays from the source.
You stupid nit.

pest
A serious sometimes fatal infection of rodents caused by Yersinia pestis and
accidentally transmitted to humans by the bite of a flea that has bitten an
infected animal.
Many pests have developed resistance to the common pesticides.

pesticide A substance used for destroying insects or other organisms harmful to
cultivated plants or to animals.

scorpion Used in names of arachnids and insects resembling a scorpion e g false
scorpion water scorpion.

spider Move in a scuttling manner suggestive of a spider.
A system of tunnels spider through the district.

tarantula A very large hairy spider found chiefly in tropical and subtropical America,
some kinds of which are able to catch small lizards, frogs, and birds.

termite Whitish soft-bodied ant-like social insect that feeds on wood.

wasp A solitary winged insect with a narrow waist mostly distantly related to the
social wasps and including many parasitic kinds.

worm
The threaded cylinder in a worm gear.
Worms take advantage of automatic file sending and receiving features
found on many computers.
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